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(57) ABSTRACT 

A phase error detection circuit apparatus and method for 
detecting phase misalignment between ?rst clock signals 
operating in a sloW time domain and second clock signals 
operating in a fast time domain. A frequency divider and 
shift register are clocked in the sloW time domain to sequen 
tially sample all possible alignments of the ?rst clock 
signals. A second shift register is clocked in the fast time 
domain and operates responsive to the output of the fre 
quency divider and shift register to generate a phase align 
ment error signal When the phase alignment is incorrect or 
the frequency divider is not switching in a correct cycle. 
Error detection logic clocked in the sloW time domain 
samples and optionally masks the phase error signal. State 
machine logic may be provided to generate an output error 
signal When each possible phase alignment results in a phase 
alignment error signal. 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DETECTING 
PHASE ERRORS IN ASICS WITH MULTIPLE 

CLOCK FREQUENCIES 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Technical Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to phase error detection. More 

speci?cally, it relates to the detection of phase errors 
betWeen different clock domains in application speci?c 
integrated circuit chips (ASICs). 

2. Background Art 
Clock phase alignment errors can occur in any application 

speci?c integrated circuit (ASIC) chip Which employs mul 
tiple clocks running synchronously at different frequencies. 
Examples of such chips include microprocessors With high 
frequency internal clocks and sloWer bus interface clocks, 
memory controller chips With one clock frequency for a 
system bus and another clock frequency for a dedicated 
memory bus, and I/O bridge chips Which communicate With 
multiple buses running at different frequencies. 

Synchronous communications betWeen any tWo clock 
domains requires that the phase relationship betWeen the 
clocks remain constant. Aphase alignment error exists When 
the phase relationship betWeen tWo synchronous domains 
does not remain constant, or is not initialiZed to the align 
ment for Which the cross domain circuitry is designed. This 
error condition results in incorrect and missing data during 
communications betWeen clock domains and consequently 
causes multiple secondary error effects. Since existing error 
checking mechanisms are unable to detect phase alignment 
errors, one or more of the secondary errors is perceived to 
be a primary error. In a customer environment this results in 
incorrect failure isolation and unnecessary replacement of 
parts. In a lab bring up environment it becomes necessary to 
spend extra time attaching fast oscilloscopes to systems 
under test When phase alignment errors are suspected. 

Aparticular memory and I/ O controller chip, for example, 
communicates With processors, external memory, and I/O 
devices. The internal circuits of this chip are partitioned into 
multiple clock domains Which operate at frequencies that 
match the associated external devices. In this speci?c 
example, internal circuits are divided into three clock 
domains: a processor clock domain, a memory clock 
domain, and an I/O clock domain. In order to minimiZe 
latencies and improve system performance, the memory and 
processor clock domains inside the chip operate synchro 
nously at a frequency ratio of 2:3. Consequently, the chip is 
susceptible to phase alignment errors either as a result of 
circuit failure or incorrect phase locked loop (PLL) initial 
iZation. 

Referring to FIG. 1, the correct phase relationship at a 
synchronous 2:3 frequency ratio is illustrated. 

It is an object of the invention to provide a circuit for 
detecting clock phase alignment errors. 

It is a further object of the invention to provide for correct 
failure isolation. 

It is a further object of the invention to detect phase 
alignment errors in an ASIC, such as those arising from 
circuit failure or incorrect PLL initialiZation. 

It is a further object of the invention to detect incorrect 
clock phase alignment betWeen synchronous clock domains 
by using fully synchronous signals and not requiring sam 
pling rates in excess of the clock frequencies in either of the 
tWo domains being monitored. 

It is a further object of the invention to detect incorrect 
clock phase alignment betWeen synchronous clock domains 
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2 
With detection circuitry Which performs accurately over the 
same process range that the rest of the chip is designed to 
meet, and do so Without placing special requirements on 
logic synthesis and timing tools, Without custom design 
techniques, and Without embedded analog circuits. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance With the invention, phase misalignment is 
detected betWeen ?rst clock signals de?ning a sloW time 
domain and second clock signals de?ning a fast time 
domain. All possible alignments of clock signals operating 
in the sloW time domain are sampled to generate a sequence 
of alignment signals. These alignment signals are clocked to 
detector logic operating in the fast time domain to generate 
a phase error signal When the phase alignment is incorrect. 

Other features and advantages of this invention Will 
become apparent from the folloWing detailed description of 
the presently preferred embodiment of the invention, taken 
in conjunction With the accompanying draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a timing chart illustrating the correct phase 
relationship at a synchronous 2:3 frequency ratio. 

FIGS. 2A and 2B, arranged as illustrated in FIG. 2, are a 
logic diagram illustrating a preferred embodiment of the 
invention. 

FIGS. 3A and 3B, arranged as illustrated in FIG. 3, are a 
logic diagram illustrating a speci?c embodiment of the 
invention for use in detecting phase relationship errors in a 
circuit designed for a synchronous 2:3 frequency ratio. 

FIGS. 4A and 4B, arranged as illustrated in FIG. 4, are a 
timing chart illustrating the timing of the circuit of FIGS. 3A 
and 3B When operating in a correct phase relationship. 

FIGS. 5A and 5B, arranged as illustrated in FIG. 5, are a 
timing chart illustrating the timing of the circuit of FIGS. 3A 
and 3B When operating out of correct phase relationship. 

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

In the folloWing description: 
wisloW is the frequency of the sloW clock. 
wifast is the frequency of the fast clock. 

Frequency ratio=(s/f)=(u)isloW/u)ifast). 
The optimal, or correct, phase relationship is de?ned to be 

one in Which there is one clock cycle that begins With rising 
edge of the slave, or send, clocks in each domain. This cycle, 
referred to as cycle 1, of simultaneous rising clock edges is 
repeated every (s) sloW cycles, Which is the same as fast 
cycles. 

Referring to FIG. 1, clock signal CZiSlOW 112 is the slave 
signal of clock signal clislow 110, and c2ifast 116 is the 
slave signal of clock signal clifast 114. As illustrated, the 
rising edge of signal 112 cycle 1 coincides With the rising 
edge of signal 116 cycle 1. Consequently, clock signals 112 
and 116 are in correct phase relationship. 

Referring to FIGS. 2A and 2B, a logic circuit is illustrated 
Which is able to detect incorrect clock phase alignment 
betWeen synchronous clock domains. 

In structure, the clock phase alignment detection circuit of 
this ?rst embodiment of the invention includes frequency 
divider 120, divider alignment shift register 122, divider 
alignment selector 130, shift register 124, error detect logic 
150 and error hold logic 152. Inputs to the clock phase 
alignment detection circuit include clislow clock 110, 
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c2isloW clock 112, clifast clock 114, c2ifast clock 116 
and reset error hold 131. 

clislow clock signal line 110 is fed to frequency divider 
120, shift register 122, and to the control (C) inputs of error 
detect L1 latch 134 and error hold L1 latch 142. c2isloW 
clock signal line 112 is fed to frequency divider 120, shift 
register 122, and to the control input of error detect L2 latch 
136. clifast clock signal line 114 is fed to shift register 124 
and to the control input of error hold L2 latch 144. c2ifast 
clock signal line 116 is fed to shift register 124. Reset error 
hold signal line 131 is inverted at invert block 132 and fed 
on line 127 to AND gate 140. 

The output of frequency divider 120 is fed on line 111 to 
the data input of shift register 122 and to divider alignment 
selector 130. Outputs of shift register 122 from stage 1 on 
line 113, stage 2 on line 115 and stage (s) on line 117 are also 
fed to divider alignment selector 130, the output of Which is 
fed as alignment signals on line 139 to the data input of shift 
register 124. The outputs 121, 123, 125 from shift register 
124 stages 1, 2, . . . ,n, respectively, are fed to AND gate 126 
and NOR gate 128, the outputs of both of Which are fed to 
OR gate 119. The output of OR gate 119 is fed on line 129 
to the data input of error detect L1 latch 134, the output of 
Which is fed to the data input of error detect L2 latch 136, 
the output of Which is fed on line 135 to OR gate 138, the 
other input to Which is phase error signal line 141. The 
output of OR gate 138 is fed on line 137 to AND gate 140, 
the output of Which is fed on line 143 to the data input of 
error hold L1 latch 142. The output of latch 142 is fed to the 
data input of error hold L2 latch 144, the output of Which is 
the ?nal output on phase error output signal line 141 of the 
clock phase alignment detection logic of this embodiment of 
the invention. 

In operation, frequency divider 120 is constructed using 
latches that are clocked in the wisloW domain by clock 
signals clislow 110 and c2isloW. The output of divider 
120 has a 50% duty cycle and oscillates at a frequency of 
(wisloW/(2*s)). The output 111 of frequency divider 120 
must be aligned such that each transition begins in the cycle 
in Which the rising edge of the send clocks 112, 116 in both 
domains occurs at the same time (or the cycle in Which this 
Would occur if no phase error Were present). Since it is 
impossible to guarantee the cycle alignment of the frequency 
divider 120 output 111, a shift register 122 is provided Which 
operates in the wisloW domain (under control of clislow 
110 and c2isloW 112 at inputs C1, C2, respectively) and 
Which has (s-1) stages. This shift register 122 is thereby 
enabled to sequentially sample all possible alignments. 

The output 111 of divider 120, or the shifted output of 
divider 120 on shift register outputs 113, 115, 117, is 
multiplexed through divider alignment selector 130 to align 
ment signal line 139 and sampled at the data input D of a 
shift register 124 constructed from latches clocked in the 
wifast domain by clock signals 114, 116 at shift register 
clock inputs C1, C2, respectively. The number of stages in 
shift register 124 is The outputs 121, 123, 125 of shift 
register 124 are gated through AND gate 126, NOR gate 128 
and OR gate 119 to create a signal 129 Which is active (true) 
only When all outputs of shift register 124 are equal. Thus, 
signal 129 is never active at the falling edge of the sample 
clock clislow 110 in the wisloW domain, unless: (1) the 
phase alignment is incorrect, or (2) the output of frequency 
divider 120 is not sWitching in the correct cycle. Shift 
register 124, clocked by Clifast 114 and C2ifast 116 in the 
fast time domain, together With gates 126, 128 and 119, 
comprise one speci?c embodiment of detector logic for 
generating a phase error signal When the phase alignment is 
incorrect. 
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4 
Potential phase errors can then be detected by sampling 

this signal 129 With an error detect 150 latch pair 134, 136 
operating in the wisloW domain under control of clock 
signals 110, 112. The output 135 of error detect 150 latches 
134, 136 is then combined in gates 138 and 140 With 
masking (such as phase error signal 141) and other optional 
control signals (such as reset error hold signal 131) before 
being captured from line 143 in error hold 152 latch pair 
142, 144. 

State machine logic 118 generates divider alignment 
selector control signal 130 to sequentially select a different 
alignment 111, 113, 115, 117 of the frequency divider 120 
output and samples phase error signal 141 until an alignment 
is found that does not result in activation of the phase error 
signal 141 or until all alignments 111, 113, 115, 117 have 
been tried. If all possible alignments result in activation of 
the phase error signal 141 than a phase error is reported. If 
an alignment 111, 113, 115, or 117 is found Which does not 
result in activation of phase error signal 141, then selection 
of that alignment is maintained and any subsequent activa 
tion of phase error signal 141 is considered to be a valid 
error. 

Referring to FIGS. 3A and 3B, a second preferred 
embodiment of the phase error detection circuit of the 
invention includes divide by tWo logic 160, cross domain 
sample logic 162, delayed sample logic 164, error detect 
logic 166 and error hold logic 168. Inputs to the clock phase 
alignment detection circuit include clislow clock 110, 
c2isloW clock 112, clifast clock 114, c2ifast clock 116, 
reset error hold 131, clocks running signal line 185 and error 
not masked signal line 187. 
clislow clock signal 110 is fed to the control input (C) 

of divide by tWo L1 latch 170, error detect L1 latch 134, and 
error hold L1 latch 142. c2isloW clock signal 112 is fed to 
the control inputs (C) of divide by tWo L2 latch 172, error 
detect L2 latch 136 and error hold L2 latch 144. clifast 
clock signal 114 is fed to the control (C) inputs of cross 
domain sample L1 latch 180 and delayed sample L1 latch 
190. c2ifast clock signal 116 is fed to the control (C) inputs 
of cross domain sample L2 latch 182 and delayed sample L2 
latch 192. Clocks running signal line 185 and error not 
masked signal line 187 are fed to AND gate 204. Resent 
error hold signal 131 is inverted at invert block 132 and fed 
on line 127 to AND gate 140. 

The output of latch 170 is fed on line 171 to the data (D) 
input of latch 172, the output of Which on line 173 is inverted 
at invert block 174 and fed to the data input latches of latch 
170 and cross domain sample L1 latch 180. The output of 
latch 180 is fed on line 181 to cross domain sample L2 latch 
182, the output of Which is fed on line 183 to the data input 
of delayed sample L1 latch 190 and XOR block 194. The 
output of latch 190 is fed on line 191 to the data input of 
delayed sample L2 latch 192, the output of Which is fed on 
line 193 to XOR block 194. The output of XOR 194 on line 
195 is inverted at block 196 and fed on line 197 to the data 
input of error detect L1 latch 134. The output of latch 134 
on line 133 is fed to error detect L2 latch 136, the output of 
Which is fed on line 135 to AND gate 204. The output of 
AND gate 204 is fed on line 205 to OR gate 206, the other 
input to Which is phase error line 141 and the output of 
Which is fed on line 137 to AND gate 140. The output of 
AND gate 140 is fed on line 143 to the data input of error 
hold L1 latch 142, the output of Which on line 145 is fed to 
the data input of error hold L2 latch 144. The output of latch 
144 is phase error signal 141. 

In this second embodiment, FIGS. 3A and 3B, since the 
frequency ratio of the clock domains to be monitored is 
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known to be 2:3 some simpli?cations to the general solution 
of the ?rst embodiment, FIGS. 2A and 2b, are allowed. 
Speci?cally: 

(1) Frequency divider 160 provides a Waveform 175 of 
(wisloW/(s)) instead of (wisloW/(2*s)). Since (s)=2, this 
means using a divide-by-tWo instead of a divide-by-four 
frequency divider. The eXtra transition that occurs every tWo 
cycles does not result in a false phase error detection When 
(f) is 3, as is the case in this second embodiment. 

(2) Since the output of frequency divider 160 has a 
transition every cycle in the wisloW domain, there is only 
one possible cycle alignment. Consequently it is not neces 
sary to sequentially check for errors on every possible 
alignment, alloWing for the elimination of the wisloW 
domain shift register 122 and the associated alignment 
selector (multiplexer) 130. 

(3) The number of stages in the wifast domain shift 
register 124 is reduced from to (f-1) in cross domain 
sample 162 due to the higher frequency of output 175 of 
divider 160. 

Referring further to the second embodiment of FIG. 3 in 
connection With the ?rst embodiment of FIG. 2, the ?rst 
latch, L1 latch 170, in divide by tWo circuit 160 is the 
frequency divider operating in the sloW domain, and corre 
sponds to the frequency divider 120 of the ?rst embodiment. 
Cross domain sample 162 and delayed sample 164 latches 
180, 182, 190 and 192 comprise the wifast domain shift 
register, and correspond to shift register 124 in the ?rst 
embodiment. Error detect 166 latches 134 and 136 and error 
hold latches 142, 144 are precisely the same as those found 
in the ?rst embodiment. In this second embodiment, addi 
tional optional control signals 185, 187 are included to alloW 
for softWare masking of phase error detection and automatic 
masking of phase error detection When the clocks in either 
domain are stopped. 

The phase error detection circuit of either embodiment 
can be used at initialiZation time before cross domain 
operations are started, thereby eliminating false secondary 
errors. This is particularly advantageous When the phase 
error is the result of spurious initialiZation problems. In this 
case the PLL Which sources the clocks can be repeatedly 
reset until a correct phase relationship is established or a 
retry threshold is reached. If the phase error is isolated after 
cross domain operations have begun, then the circuit of 
either embodiment can be used to increase the accuracy of 
automated failure isolation algorithms. 

Referring to FIGS. 4A and 4B, the operation of the circuit 
of FIGS. 3A and 3B is illustrated When the clocks are in 
phase synchroniZation. 

Referring to FIGS. 5A and 5B, the operation of the circuit 
of FIGS. 3A and 3B is illustrated When the clocks are out of 
phase. 

In FIGS. 4 and 5, the error hold output 141 is not shoWn. 
This latch 144 output on line 141 is set to ‘1’ Whenever the 
output of the error capture latch 136 pulses. The error hold 
latch 144 then remains set until reset by eXternal control line 
131, such as under softWare control. Latch 136 is a polarity 
hold latch; its output changes at the rising edge of c2isloW 
and it captures Whatever is present at its input at the fall of 
clislow. Since, for correctly aligned clocks, error detect 
(input) line 197 is never high at the falling edge of clislow 
line 110, no error is detected in FIG. 4. In FIG. 5, for 
incorrectly aligned clocks, this is not true, and an error is 
detected. 

ADVANTAGES OVER THE PRIOR ART 

The advantages of the system and method of the preferred 
embodiment of this invention include the provision of an 
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6 
improved circuit and method for detecting clock phase 
alignment errors. 

It is a further advantage of the invention that there is 
provided an improved circuit and method for correct failure 
isolation. 

It is a further advantage of the invention that there is 
provided an improved circuit and method for detecting 
phase alignment errors in an ASIC, such as those arising 
from circuit failure or incorrect PLL initialiZation. 

It is a further advantage of the invention that there is 
provided an improved circuit and method for detecting 
incorrect clock phase alignment betWeen synchronous clock 
domains by using fully synchronous signals and not requir 
ing sampling rates in eXcess of the clock frequencies in 
either of the tWo domains being monitored. 

It is a further advantage of the invention that there is 
provided an improved circuit and method for detecting 
incorrect clock phase alignment betWeen synchronous clock 
domains on a chip With detection circuitry Which performs 
accurately over the same process range that the rest of the 
chip is designed to meet, and do so Without placing special 
requirements on logic synthesis and timing tools, Without 
requiring custom design techniques, and Without requiring 
embedded analog circuits. 

ALTERNATIVE EMBODIMENTS 

It Will be appreciated that, although speci?c embodiments 
of the invention have been described herein for purposes of 
illustration, various modi?cations may be made Without 
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. In 
particular, it is Within the scope of the invention to provide 
a memory device, such as a transmission medium, magnetic 
or optical tape or disc, or the like, for storing signals for 
controlling the operation of a computer according to the 
method of the invention and/or to structure its components 
in accordance With the system of the invention. 

Accordingly, the scope of protection of this invention is 
limited only by the folloWing claims and their equivalents. 
We claim: 
1. A phase error detection circuit for detecting phase 

misalignment betWeen ?rst clock signals operating in a sloW 
time domain and second clock signals operating in a fast 
time domain, comprising: 

a frequency divider; 
a ?rst shift register responsive to the output of said 

frequency divider and clocked in said sloW time 
domain for sequentially sampling all possible align 
ments of said ?rst clock signals; 

a divider alignment selector for multiplexing the output of 
said frequency divider and said ?rst shift register; and 

a second shift register clocked in said fast time domain 
and responsive to the output of said divider alignment 
selector for generating a phase error signal When the 
phase alignment is incorrect or said frequency divider 
is not sWitching in a correct cycle. 

2. The phase error detection circuit of claim 1, further 
comprising: 

state machine logic sequentially selecting frequency 
divider outputs and sampling said phase error signal for 
reporting a phase error When each possible alignment 
results in activation of said phase error signal. 

3. A phase error detection circuit for detecting phase 
misalignment betWeen ?rst clock signals operating in a sloW 
time domain and second clock signals operating in a fast 
time domain, comprising: 
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a frequency divider; 
a ?rst shift register responsive to the output of said 

frequency divider and clocked in said sloW time 
domain for sequentially sampling all possible align 
ments of said clock signals; 

a divider alignment selector for multiplexing the output of 
said frequency divider and said ?rst shift register; 

a second shift register clocked in said fast time domain 
and responsive to the output of said divider alignment 
selector for generating a phase error signal When the 
phase alignment is incorrect or the frequency divider is 
not sWitching in a correct cycle; 

error detection logic clocked in said sloW time domain for 
sampling and optionally masking said phase error sig 
nal; 

error hold logic responsive to the output of said error 
detection logic for latching said phase error signal; and 

state machine logic sequentially selecting frequency 
divider outputs and sampling said phase error signal for 
reporting a phase error When each possible alignment 
results in activation of said phase error signal. 

4. Method for detecting phase misalignment betWeen ?rst 
clock signals de?ning a sloW time domain and second clock 
signals de?ning a fast time domain, comprising the steps of: 

sequentially sampling all possible alignments of clock 
signals operating in said sloW time domain to generate 
a sequence of alignment signals; and 

multiplexing said sequence of alignment signals through 
detector logic clocked in said fast time domain to 
generate a phase error signal When the phase alignment 
is incorrect. 

5. A phase error detection circuit for detecting phase 
misalignment betWeen ?rst clock signals operating in a sloW 
time domain and second clock signals operating in a fast 
time domain, comprising: 

means for sequentially sampling all possible alignments 
of clock signals operating in said sloW time domain to 
generate a sequence of alignment signals; and 

means for multiplexing said sequence of alignment sig 
nals through detector logic clocked in said fast time 
domain to generate a phase error signal When the phase 
alignment is incorrect. 

6. A program storage device readable by a machine, 
tangibly embodying a program of instructions executable by 
a machine to perform method steps for detecting phase 
misalignment betWeen ?rst clock signals operating in a sloW 
time domain and second clock signals operating in a fast 
time domain, said method steps comprising: 

sequentially sampling all possible alignments of clock 
signals operating in said sloW time domain to generate 
a sequence of alignment signals; and 

multiplexing said sequence of alignment signals through 
detector logic clocked in said fast time domain to 
generate a phase error signal When the phase alignment 
is incorrect. 

7. An article of manufacture comprising: 
a computer useable medium having computer readable 
program code means embodied therein for detecting 
phase misalignment betWeen ?rst clock signals oper 
ating in a sloW time domain and second clock signals 
operating in a fast time domain, the computer readable 
program means in said article of manufacture compris 
mg: 
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8 
computer readable program code means for causing a 

computer to effect sequentially sampling all possible 
alignments of clock signals operating in said sloW time 
domain to generate a sequence of alignment signals; 
and 

computer readable program code means for causing a 
computer to effect multiplexing said sequence of align 
ment signals through detector logic clocked in said fast 
time domain to generate a phase error signal When the 
phase alignment is incorrect. 

8. A phase error detection circuit for detecting phase 
misalignment betWeen ?rst clock signals operating in a sloW 
time domain and second clock signals operating in a fast 
time domain, the frequency ratio of said time domains being 
2:3, comprising: 

a divider circuit clocked in said sloW time domain for 
dividing said ?rst clock signals by tWo; and 

a shift register clocked in said fast time domain and 
responsive to the output of said divider circuit for 
generating a phase error signal When the phase align 
ment is incorrect. 

9. The phase error detection circuit of claim 8, further 
comprising: 

error detection logic clocked in said sloW time domain for 
sampling and optionally masking said phase error sig 
nal; and 

error hold logic responsive to the output of said error 
detection logic for latching said phase error signal. 

10. A method for detecting phase misalignment betWeen 
?rst clock signals operating in a sloW time domain and 
second clock signals operating in a fast time domain, the 
frequency ratio of said time domains being 2:3, comprising 
the steps of: 

operating a divider circuit clocked in said sloW time 
domain to divide said ?rst clock signals by tWo; and 

operating a shift register clocked in said fast time domain 
and responsive to the output of said divider circuit for 
generating a phase error signal When the phase align 
ment is incorrect. 

11. A phase error detection circuit for detecting phase 
misalignment betWeen ?rst clock signals operating in a sloW 
time domain and second clock signals operating in a fast 
time domain, the frequency ratio of said time domains being 
2:3, comprising: 

divider circuit means clocked in said sloW time domain 
for dividing said ?rst clock signals by tWo; and 

shift register means clocked in said fast time domain and 
responsive to the output of said divider circuit for 
generating a phase error signal When the phase align 
ment is incorrect. 

12. A program storage device readable by a machine, 
tangibly embodying a program of instructions executable by 
a machine to perform method steps for detecting phase 
misalignment betWeen ?rst clock signals operating in a sloW 
time domain and second clock signals operating in a fast 
time domain, the frequency ratio of said time domains being 
2:3, said method steps comprising: 

operating a divider circuit clocked in said sloW time 
domain to divide said ?rst clock signals by tWo; and 

operating a shift register clocked in said fast time domain 
and responsive to the output of said divider circuit for 
generating a phase error signal When the phase align 
ment is incorrect. 
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13. An article of manufacture comprising: computer readable program code means for causing a 
computer to effect operating a divider circuit clocked in 

a Computer useable medium having Computer readable said sloW time domain to divide said ?rst clock signals 
program code means embodied therein for detecting by two; and 
phase misalignment betWeen ?rst clock signals oper- 5 computer readable program code means for causing a 
ating in a sloW time domain and second clock signals Computer to effect Operatlng a Shl? reglster clocked 1n 

said fast time domain and responsive to the output of 
said divider circuit for generating a phase error signal 
When the phase alignment is incorrect. 

operating in a fast time domain, the frequency ratio of 
said time domains being 2:3, the computer readable 
program means in said article of manufacture compris 
ing; 10 * * * * * 


